WHO WE ARE
SFU Childcare Society is an internationally recognized childcare centre known for its quality early care and learning. We have been providing and promoting a play based, family focused early care and learning program for children aged 0 to 12 for 50 years. Nestled on the campus of Simon Fraser University, our physical environments and the experiences shared with children reflect the beauty and nature of our mountain location. SFU Childcare Society values children as the heart of our respectful, collaborative and reflective community by providing them with a place to develop their potential through freedom to explore and engage the world around them.

HOW YOU FIT IN
Under the direction of the Chef, the Chef's Assistant will help the Chef to complete tasks required for the operation of the kitchen and distribution of the hot lunch and snack program at SFU Childcare Society. The Chef will train, instruct and supervise the Chef's Assistant as necessary. The Chef's Assistant will also provide full-time vacation cover (7 hours per day) for the Chef for 4 weeks throughout the year.

Tasks for the Chef's Assistant include:
- Cooking
- Inventory management/ordering
- Light cleaning
- Lunch delivery

This position is 6 hours a day, 2 days per week (including Tuesday) and 7 hours per day during vacation coverage for the chef (20 – 25 days a year). The start date of this position is as soon as possible.

HIGHLY DESIRED QUALIFICATIONS
- Completion of Grade 12 or equivalent combination of education, training and experience
- Food Safe Handling Certificate Level 1 (minimum)
- Class 5 driver’s license
- Minimum two years’ experience in a commercial kitchen
- Knowledge of kitchen operating procedures and food handling
- Knowledge of fire and safety regulations within a kitchen setting
- A clear understanding of the Canada Food Guide and Food Safe regulations
- Experience with inventory, ordering and communicating with food suppliers is an asset

COMPENSATION
- Salary: $17.00/hour
- 4% vacation pay

HOW TO APPLY
Please email a cover letter and resume outlining your experience and education (including two references), as well as a copy of your Food Safe certification, by November 5th, 2019 addressed to Chef, SFU Childcare Society.
Email: bradj_13@sfu.ca.

We will contact only those applicants selected for an interview. SFU Childcare Society is an equal opportunity employer, pursuing diversity and valuing what diversity brings to the workplace. This position is open to applicants of any gender.

For more information: www.sfu.ca/childcare
@sfuchildcare